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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10093-10113
SECRET 222311Z
DIR CITE HENI 6629
LCIMPROVE LITARDY-1
REF HENI 4166 ♦

1. TIME IS APPROACHING WHEN SUBJ., PER LAST SOV INSTRUCTIONS,
MAY OPT CORE HENI AND RECONTACT SOVS. BASIS SUBJ.'S UNEXPECTED LAST
VISIT HERE, ASSURE THAT HQS HAS NOW ARRANGED COORDINATION WITH
ODENY SO THAT STATION HAS TIMELY FOREKNOWLEDGE OF VISIT AND
OF INFO CLEARED FOR PASSAGE. IN PARTICULAR HOWEVER STATION BELIEVES
BEST NOT HAVE SUBJ CORE HENI UNTIL AFTER KUZNETSOV RETURNS FROM
HOMI LEAVE. SUGGEST HQS SO ADVISE ODENY.

2. BASIS CNS OBJECTIVE OF MOVING AGENT NEW YORK, COUPLED WITH
HIS NATURAL POSSIBILITIES OF DOING SAME, HENI FURTHER SUGGESTS
THAT HQS CoORDINATE WITH ODENY TO EFFECT THIS, LAYING GROUNDWORK
PRIOR SUBJ VISIT MEXICO. PLS ADVISE.
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